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Abstract: We study the possibility of performing ghost imaging using massive particles, 
cosmic ray muons. Using a fundamentally different correlation mechanism than previous light-
based methods, the protocol promises to enable very long-distance remote imaging.  

 
Ghost imaging has recently emerged as a promising low-light-level sensing tool that gathers information on a 
distant object without necessity of employing imaging optics or high-resolution detectors near the object [1]. 
This is achieved by using two correlated beams of light: one (probe) interacts with the distant object and is 
revealed by a “bucket” detector, with no spatial resolution; the other (reference), in a local laboratory, goes 
through imaging optics and is detected by a high spatial resolution detector. The structure of the remote object is 
retrieved from a coincidence measurement between the two detectors.  Here, we extend ghost imaging from 
photons to massive particles, i.e. muons from cosmic ray showers.  
 
Muons generated by cosmic rays are a fundamentally interesting source to study in the context of ghost imaging. 
With light, ghost imaging either employs the quantum correlations exhibited by entangled photons from SPDC, 
or the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss effect exhibited by chaotic light sources. Interestingly, muon pairs detected 
from cosmic ray showers exhibit both a spatio-temporal correlation due to the energy-momentum conservation 
of the high-energy decay process and a chaotic/thermal component due to the multitude of incoherent cosmic 
rays that simultaneously reach the earth atmosphere.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
 
 
 
 
The project Extreme Energy Events (EEE) is the ideal platform for the first experimental demonstration of this 
effect. To detect cosmic ray muons, EEE uses “telescopes” composed by three Multigap Resistive Plate 
Chambers (MRPC) with lateral spatial resolution of 1cm. Figure 1(a) shows two neighbor schools of L’Aquila, 
Italy, 180 m apart, on whose roofs MRPC telescopes were installed to detect coincidences between muons [2]. 
As shown in Fig. 1(b), by tracing a histogram of the temporal distribution of muon coincidences, we observed a 
highly visible correlation peak obtained from 5 days of data accumulation. The observation of a time correlation 
peak represents an encouraging starting point to demonstrate the feasibility of ghost imaging with cosmic ray 
muons. 
 
To demonstrate the spatial effect, a mask composed by “Veto detectors” will be superimposed to one of the 
detectors (telescope 1 in the right side of Figure 1). Telescope 1 will be operated as a gate (ON/OFF) for 
coincidence counting without spatial information on the collected muon. Instead, Telescope 2 will register the 
exact x-y location of the coincident muon. By repeating such measurement for many simultaneous muons, the 
image of the mask will appear in the x-y distribution of the coincidence counts.    
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Figure 1: (a) Location of the schools (picture taken by Ref. [4]); (b) Measured Coincidences (data extracted by those presented 

in Ref. [2]); (c) Experiment layout. 
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